Colomn Bom Systems

The Colomn-Boom Systems, thanks to its automated welding head that is stationed onto the thread in order
to provide the necessity welding conditions and with its rotator / positioner gears, are designed to undertake
circular or longitudinal welding tasks in independent or joint types.
The Colomn-Boom Systems, with their fully automated manufactured methods, results in increasing the
quality and decreasing the production times and the operator fatigue and enables a seamless welding for a
longer time that cannot be achieved by an operator in a much precise manner.
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Conventional Rotators

The rotators are used throughout the world across all industries in order to make the manufacturing easier and for the assembly of all tanks, barrels, pressurized and cylindrical containers of any and all sizes and
types.
The rotators are developed by increasing the efficiency and speed in both manual and automated welding
processes and with the increase in the productivity, by the minimization of the extra processing and the utilization of the lifting cranes. The rotators enable the operators to control all functions and this leads to rotations
in clockwise and anti clockwise in smooth speeds with accuracy.
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Chain Type Rotators

Kamesh Welding Chain Type Rotator Line enables the welding of the planar parts that are frequently made
in the production of steel constructions such as H and I profile as well as the overhead crane beams by
placing them into the appropriate welding position. In such systems, which significantly decrease the use of
the cranes, the materials are lined up within the groove position to render their welding speeds increase. The
rotators, with which both units are chain driven, synchronize with each other and thus optimum rotation ability
is achieved.
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Circular Welding Systems

In all kinds of wielding technologies the single and multiple phase welding TIG appeal to a broad area, in
which the MIG / MAG as well as the submerged arc welding. The system is used for the circular welding of
the materials with circular form and enables the root welding to come under the area, where the welding
process is undertaken. With material and time saving, it increases the efficiency and yield two folds. With
the extrusion heads and the pneumatically driven counter-spot welding system, it is possible to extrude
the materials with the diameter of 100 mm – 1000 mm with the length of 300 mm – 6000 mm and with the
thickness of 1 mm – 10 mm and to undertake precise welding by connecting the extruded materials to single
– double torque mechanisms via the speed control settings..
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Hydraulic Positioner
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Geared Positioner

The Kamesh Welding Max Load with loading capacity of 150 kg – 150 tons
The foot pedal switch of the rotating welding disc is
operated forward and backwards.
The manual control cable has a length of 3 meters.
You may work as TIG/CO2 for this automated welding system.
The surface of the disc features 3 clutches and
there are three T-shaped slots to attach the mould.
The welding machine has a tilt angle of 135 degrees.
The rotating speed of the disc is controlled by the
VR for the convenience and the quickness.
The machine helps the welding to be made
smoother and faster.
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Standard Features
Adjustable rotation speed for the platform and
inclination.

L Type Positioner

5 Meter remote control cable
Digital speed indicator on the control panel that
allows the monitoring of the rotations
Braked and mechanical fan cooling motors

The L Type Positioner is a high quality and ideal

It increases the work force of the operators,

solution in terms of providing positioning to all parts

minimizes the loss of time and elevates the work

within the size limits and of providing suitable welding

efficiency.

edges regardless of the geometrical shape at hand.

The operators, with L type Positioners, can easi-

It is designed with the most suitable configuration to

ly rotate a work part 360 degree in clockwise or

undertake safe positioning for asymmetrical works

anti clockwise in the platform axis or in the axis

parts and for parts with high probability of tipping. It

of inclination in a precise manner at the adjusta-

eliminates the crane-ridden processes such as part

ble speeds that can be controlled via the control

handling and rotating that are experienced during the

panel.

manufacturing.

The standard L type positioners are 500 Kgs, 1 Ton
and 5 Tons.
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Frame Welding Positioner

The Kamesh Welding Frame Positioner is designed for the purpose of being the final welding in the manufacturing of the different types of frames. This welding positioned is comprised of two heads, one of which
has a rotating mechanism for the frame that is prepared for the final welding and the other one has a trailing
rotation system. The main chassis is comprised of the extrusion and assembly platform for Truck Frames, the
hydraulic system and the lifter systems. This lifting system is used for rotating the chassis that is prepared for
the final welding for 360 degrees. This system enables a faster and safer work.
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Collar Welding

Standard Features
Adjustable Welding Speed
V bearings with height adjustment
Anti Torque Sagging System

This system is designed to undertake the collar welding of the works such as the LPG tanks, compressors,
air tanks, hydraulic cylinders, pressurized air tubes etc. with ease. The work part on V-Shaped bearings is
held fixed as the work is finished with torque adjustable welding speeds by providing 360 degrees auto-rotation and by reverting back to the starting position and changing the material, the system gets ready for
another operation.
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Welding Frame Machine

Weldable Frame Width (mm)

Weldable Frame Plate Height (mm)

Weldable Frame Length (mm)

110 - 640

100 - 180

15 000

The Kamesh Welding Frame Welding Machine is designed for the truck chassis’ and for the bar joists with
different types and sizes. The system is comprised of the chassis-fastening fixture (table), chassis press
apparatus (the centering connector) and the chassis welding apparatus (welding connector). The welding
area tracking of the system is made possible by a mechanical tracking system. Thanks to the Frame Welding
Machine, a single operator may track a dual sided welding at the same time and the result is a high quality
welding. According to the client requirements, submerged arc welding or gas metal arc welding methods
can be utilized. Custom welding machines for chassis welding can be designed based on the client requests.
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Longitudinal Welding Machine

Our Longitudinal Welding Machine is designed to provide Longitudinal Welding for parts that are bent in
the forms of cylindrical, conical and rectangular as well as the sheet metals in the form of plates. Parts with
the diameter of 100 – 3000 mm can easily be welded on different machine types. Our machine with internal and external welding feature is manufactured with lengths ranging from 1 meter to 4 meters. For certain
special conditions the machine length may increase as well. Right now the parts with maximum thickness of
0,60 mm can be welded.
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About Us

Our company was founded in Konya, known as industrial city of
Turkey in the field of welding automation and began its manufacturing activities.
Our company has distributed its product lines of welding automation machines, L type positioners, hydraulic positioners, geared
positioners, chain-driven rotators, tube benders, Colomn-Boom
systems, circular welding systems across all domestic cities and
has undertaken export sales to various countries as well.
Kamesh Welding also worked on the deficiencies of the exported
welding automation machines from different fields of manufacturing and conducted extensive research activities in that regard.
From 2013, the company began the manufacturing of welding automation machines under the name Kamesh Welding.
With its dynamic staff, its main goal has become to move forward
to the automation in its own sector.
Kamesh Welding, which wishes to be the number one in an ever
advancing market conditions provides fine goods and services to
all sectors by following the technology closely.

